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Controlled Environments

 

KEY BENEFITS

Dedicated Connection

• Worry Free & Disaster Free : Disaster 
preventions established through redundant 
power supply, controlled cooling, as well as fire 
detection/supression, and closed circuit security 
monitoring

 • Business Continuity: Have your enterprise 
consistently running at the highest level and 
reduce risk by outsourcing to our data centers

• Room to Grow: Flexible scalability with both 
the abundance of space and resource expansion 
available to grow as you grow

• Consolidated Resources:  Store all your data 
and applications in the same location with 
dedicated environment maintenance.  Reduce 
the need for multiple storage sites and reduce 
expense needed to build/maintain your own 
information system.

• Unparalleled Customer Support: 24/7 and 365 
days of customer focused support, dedicated to 
solving your problems first

CHT Global's IDC (Internet Data Center) service is ideal for enterprises and service providers who intend to 
consolidate their data storage and appplications in a secured and managed facility. In otherwords, enterprises 
will be able to outsource the physical storage, bandwidth provision, and facilities management to CHT Global. 
CHT Global’s IDCs are stable controlled environments with uninterruptible power, high speed bandwidth, and 
enterprise-grade high level security.

As dedicated data storage facilities, the IDCs are designed to use consolidated resources to maintain 
environment levels, thus allowing enterprise equipment to constantly run at peak performance levels.  
Controls includes state of the art HVAC (Heating/Ventilation/Air Conditioning) coupled with raised �oors 
and ground up cooling systems to prevent machine overheating or dew collection from humidity.  
Redundant power supply backed up by diesel power generators is also a key feature, which adds to the 
controlled and consistent environment.

The facilities also provide carrier neutral connection for Tier 1 internet access, and also provides high speed 
bandwidth to Taiwan and the Asia Paci�c through CHT Global’s IP network that includes direct TransPaci�c 
submarine cables.  As high bandwidth and clear connectivity is a necessity for multinational enterprises, 
CHT Global makes sure that quality communication is guaranteed.  Communication can also be enhanced 
through the CHT Global MPLS-VPN, ensuring secure and dedicated transimission of critical operations.

Physical Guarantees

The IDC facilities o�er plenty of physical room to grow, ensuring enterprises the availability to scale up if 
needed.  In terms the physical premises, the buildings are �tted with seismic engineering as well as �re 
detection and �re suppression, thus implementing safety precautions and preventive measures to protect 
all your data and equipment.  In addition, these facilities provide the utmost protection and safety of your 
data and equipment from tampering and unwanted access.  CHT Global provides cages, racks, and cabinets 
with lock access to keep out unwanted intrusions.  The buildings themselves are under 24/7 surveillance 
with CCTV (closed circuit television) and protected card key entry requirements.  Security monitors are also 
stationed at the gated entry point to keep watch over all personnel who enter and exit the premises, thus 
o�ering that extra human variable into added security.  Enterprises moving into CHT Global’s IDCs will have 
the con�dence that their data and equipment is and will continue to be in good hands.
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IDC (Internet Data Center) Hosting Solution

 

KEY FEATURES

     

For addi al products and services

at 1-877-998-1898, or visit 
www.chtglobal.com. 

Expanding our Global Footprint

CHT Global creates the best environments and opportunities for enterprises to succeed on the global arena.  
Achieving greater scalability globally also means having a global presence, and being able to retrieve your 
data and run applications in relatively close distances.  Today, CHT Global hosts over 18 data centers all over 
the world, and are still adding more each year.   Current locations inclue:  North America (USA), Asia (Taiwan, 
Japan, Hong Kong, Vietnam, and Singapore), Australia, and Europe (Netherlands, and the UK).

• Global Coverage: CHT Global's IDC network of 
24 data site locations span 12 countries 
worldwide connected by our MPLS Network

• Controlled Environments: constant cooling 
through HVAC systems,  fire detection and 
suppression

• Uninterrupted Power: Redundant power 
supply with diesel generator backup

• Enhanced Security:  Card Reader Access, CCTV 
closed circuit camera, private caged rack areas,

• High Speed Connection: Access to CHT Global 
Network with direct connection to Asia, as well 
as multiple carrier neutral options

• SAS 70 Type II audited data centers in the US, 
and ISO 27001 complying for international data 
centers

• Suite of Managed and Value Added Services

• 24/7/365 Hands-On Support

CHT Global is the wholly-owned US 
subsidiary of Chunghwa Telecom, the 
largest telecommunication company in 
Taiwan.   Since 2002, CHT Global has 
helped numerous enterprises achieve 
their targeted goals while reducing 
customer side complexity by providing 
industry leading multi-site network 
solutions through its global backbone 
infrastructure and world-class service.
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Why Change to Now?
Transferring your information system to CHT Global’s IDC Hosting Solution can actually become an easy 
decision when weighing the pros and cons involved.  By switching over to a hosted solution, you will be 
outsourcing not only the physical facilities and storage location of your data, but also all the  bandwidth 
resources, environment control maintenance, facility security, and disaster prevention.  In addition cost savings 
gained from consolidated facilities, shared resources, and having a dedicated host provider is a an added 
bonus on top of an enhanced performance environment.

Outsource your equipment and data to CHT Global today and experience the instant bene�ts of reduced 
operational management, capital expenditure, as well as worry.  Let CHT Global focus on managing the 
environment and maintaining top service levels, so that you can focus on making your business successful and 
the best that it can be.


